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Imputing time series
AS with any modeling endeavor timeseries often has
missing observations In order to fit our models we require
complete data For this weapplymethods of imputation
Manygeneral methods of imputation exist butoften
they donot account for the time and correlation
structure that you need to consider whendealing
with time seriesdata
Effective methods of imputation account for the time
andcorrelation structure of the data The specific
methods used will depend on whether the data is
stationary or if it has trend and or seasonality

Non TS specific methods
Mean imputation
Mode imputation It ce9n9I cwaictuhiaateoinefrf.am
Media imputation the observed data
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ur thesedon'twork well
in the Presence of trend
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Nhyphby these can work well if
yourdata is stationary



Draw a random observation
RandomSample imputation fromthe existing data andUse that to fill gaps

Youcantune it to intervals

Forthesame reasonsas
above thismaybe appropriate
for stationary data but
not otherwise

15 specific methods
Last observation carried forward Lock Theseexploit

theexistence
Next observation carried backward INOCB of strong

correlation

Lesseffective for filling biggaps
It will notwork well if adjacent observations are very
different This mayhappen when we have strong
effects

Interpolation linearor Polynomial
Fit a straight line across theyr gaps in thedata or higher

µwM Polynomials if the data warrant it
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Seasonal adjustment interpolation
D Defeasonalize the data which can bedone in the
Presence of missingdata

perform interpolation on missing observations t.V.myOncemissingdata hasbeenimputed re seasonalize it
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Clustering time series
In the context of time series wemayuseclustering to identify
common Patterns andshapes andgroup entire seriesaccordingly
Example It maybe Ofinterest to group different retail

Products on the basis of similar salesPatterns
Or you may want to applyclustering to a large
corpus of times to determine which could
effectively beused in a multiplicative timeseriesmodel

PartitionalClustering is performed using the Kmedoids algorithm
whichbehavesexactly like k means except that the centroids
are actual time series prototypes rather than the average
of all of the time series

Dynamic timewarping
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